COLLEGE LIST BUILDING RESOURCES

Fiske Guide to Colleges
Helpful, honest, and straightforward...updated and expanded every year, the most authoritative source of information for college-bound students and their parents.

College Match: Blue Print for Choosing the Best School for You, Steven Antonoff (www.schoolbuff.com)
Both the book and website offer useful tools and self-surveys to help students find a fit and lists types of schools, re: engineering, for outdoorsy kids, friendliest schools, etc.

Colleges That Change Lives, Loren Pope (www.ctcl.org)
A wealth of vital information, including admissions standards, distinguishing facts about the curriculum, extracurricular activities, and what faculty say about their jobs.

Creative Colleges, Elaina Loveland (www.creativecollegesandcareers.com)
Features the best Arts colleges and programs in the US, plus advice on finding schools to best fit an individual, develop talents, and help make a career out of a passion.

Cool Colleges, Donald Asher
Exciting schools in the U.S. and Canada, with a new chapter on eco schools, tuition-free schools, and the low-down on so-called top-ranked schools.

K&W Guide to Colleges Programs & Services for Students With LD and ADHD
An indispensable resource that will help students with ADHD, Autism Spectrum Disorder or learning differences find and apply to their personal best-fit college.
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